Energy-Landscape-Independent Kinetic Trap of an Incomplete Cage in the Self-Assembly of a Pd2 L4 Cage.
A kinetic trap is the metastable species that is transiently or constantly produced during the reaction by trapping in a deep energy well. In most cases, the reactivity of kinetically trapped species is relatively low under the reaction conditions. Herein, we report another type of kinetically trapped species that is an incomplete cage (IC) intermediate produced during the self-assembly of a Pd2 L4 cage from ditopic ligand (L) and PdII ions with a certain lifetime, although IC has a high enough reactivity to be converted into the cage with the reaction of free L, which was confirmed by the reaction of the isolated IC and L under the self-assembly conditions. IC was kinetically trapped not because IC lies on the bottom of a deep energy well but because the conversion of the intermediates essential for the conversion of IC to the cage preferentially takes place; IC was kinetically trapped independently of the shape of the energy landscape of the self-assembly.